ETHICS DISCOVERY COURSE CLUSTER
(Across disciplines)

- ANSC 401 – Animals & Society – BS/DLAB
- ANSC 419- Horse Power - HUMA
- BIOL 444A – Biotechnology & Society – ETS/INQ
- BIOL 444B – Current Controversial Issues in Biology – BS/INQ
- BIOL 520 - Our Changing Planet- ETS
- BIOT 422 – Biotechnology & Society – BS
- BSCI 401 – The Secret Lives of Whales – BS
- CEE 520 – Environmental Pollution & Protection: A Global Context – ETS/WI
- CLAS 520A-D – Classical Society, Politics, & Ethics-Topics Vary
- CLAS 540A-C – Environment, Technology, & Ancient Society-Topics Vary
- CMN 456 – Propaganda & Persuasion – HUMA
- CMN 529 – Data for Sale: Capitalism & the Surveillance Economy – ETS
- COMP 560 – Ethics & the Law in the Digital Age – HUMA/WI
- CS 408 –Living in a Networked World: The Good, the Bad, & the Ugly – ETS
- CS 457– Introduction to Data Science & Analytics – ETS
- CS 501- Professional Ethics & Communication in Technology – ETS
- DATA 557 – Introduction to Data Science & Analytics – ETS
- ECOG 401 – Introduction to Ecogastronomy – ETS
- EDUC 444B – Public Issues, Democrats Schooling & Active Citizenship – SS/INQ
- EDUC 520 – Education, Poverty, & Development – SS
- ESCI 444A – Philosophy of Earth Science – ETS/INQ
- HIST 440A – MLK & the Struggle for Racial Justice – HP
- HIST 444J – Global Citizenship: In Pursuit of Liberty – HP/INQ/WI
- HMP 401 – United States Health Care Systems – SS
- HUMA 401 – Introduction to the Humanities – HUMA
- HUMA 411- Humanities I- HUMA
- HUMA 412- Humanities II- HUMA
- HUMA 440B – That Belongs in a Museum! - HUMA
- HUMA 444E- What is a Criminal? – HUMA/INQ/WRIT
- HUMA 505- Intro to Religion- HUMA
- HUMA 511A-C – Medieval Humanities: Rise of Global Empires
- HUMA 512A-C – Modern Humanities: Colonies, Constitutions, & Capital
- HUMA 513A-C – Global Humanities
- HUMA 525 – Humanities & the Law – HP/WI
- NURS 535 – Death & Dying – SS/INQ/WI
- PHIL 401 – Introduction to Philosophy – HUMA
- PHIL 419 – Race, Gender, & Social Justice – HUMA/INQ
- PHIL 420 Introduction to Philosophy of Law & Justice – HUMA/WI
- PHIL 430 – Ethics & Society – HUMA
- PHIL 431 – Business Ethics - HUMA
- PHIL 435 – Human Nature & Evolution – ETS
- PHIL 436 – Social & Political Philosophy – HUMA/INQ
- PHIL 440B – Who’s Human Now? – HUMA
- PHIL 450 – Environmental Ethics – ETS
- POLT 440A – Global Justice – WC
- PS 507 – Justice, Law, & Politics – SS
- PS 510 – Politics of Food – ETS
- SW 440A – Healthy Communities: Environmental Justice & Social Change – SS
- THDA 440A – Theatre & Social Justice - FPA

See course catalog for descriptions